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Abstract: In Earth System Sciences (ESS), spatial data are increasingly used for impact research
and decision-making. To support the stakeholders’ decision, the quality of the spatial data and
its assurance play a major role. We present concepts and a workflow to assure the quality of ESS
data. Our concepts and workflow are designed along the research data life cycle and include criteria
for openness, FAIRness of data (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable), data maturity, and
data quality. Existing data maturity concepts describe (community-specific) maturity matrices,
e.g., for meteorological data. These concepts assign a variety of maturity metrics to discrete levels
to facilitate evaluation of the data. Moreover, the use of easy-to-understand level numbers enables
quick recognition of highly mature data, and hence fosters easier reusability. Here, we propose a
revised maturity matrix for ESS data including a comprehensive list of FAIR criteria. To foster the
compatibility with the developed maturity matrix approach, we developed a spatial data quality
matrix that relates the data maturity levels to quality metrics. The maturity and quality levels are
then assigned to the phases of the data life cycle. With implementing openness criteria and matrices
for data maturity and quality, we build a quality assurance (QA) workflow that comprises various
activities and roles. To support researchers in applying this workflow, we implement an interactive
questionnaire in the tool RDMO (research data management organizer) to collaboratively manage
and monitor all QA activities. This can serve as a blueprint for use-case-specific QA for other datasets.
As a proof of concept, we successfully applied our criteria for openness, data maturity, and data
quality to the publicly available SPAM2010 (crop distribution) dataset series.

Keywords: quality assurance; data maturity; maturity matrix; spatial data quality; FAIR

1. Introduction

Spatial data quality is a core sub discipline in Earth System Science (ESS) indicating
the relevance of providing detailed quality information for scientific data results [1]. The
knowledge of data quality, and thus the availability of meaningful quality information,
is key to facilitate data use and reuse, in particular for decision-making and providing
FAIR data [2,3]. Scientific data creation and manipulation workflows meet high-quality
standards [4]. However, monitoring and reporting adequate quality information is still
a pressing challenge in research data management (RDM). Quality information is often
created and provided only at the end of the research data life cycle (cp. [2]), or in an
extra phase of the data life cycle [5]. Thus, relevant quality information is lacking for
interim results and problems, e.g., in applied methods or implementations, and can only be
detected in final stages. To foster transparency, replicability, and the provision of open and
FAIR data, the provision of quality information for such interim results and workflow steps
is essential, in particular for complex scientific workflows. However, to avoid information
loss and mistakes when creating the quality information, automation aspects should be
considered. Current approaches on (semi) automated quality information management
often lack in providing structured, in best case standardized, quality information to be used
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in further digital processes (cp. [2,4,6,7]). That leads among other things to the revision and
new development of standards, e.g., ISO 19157-1 [8] and ISO 19157-3.

While approaches for openness and FAIRness indicators already exist, disciplinary
quality concepts or combined approaches including disciplinary and general aspects can
hardly be found or do not meet researcher’s needs for high-quality information. For in-
stance, GeoDCAT-AP [9] provides a modern linked data application profile for spatial
data’s metadata including several quality aspects. However, the implementation of a com-
prehensive list of quality elements (e.g., from ISO 19157:2013 [10]) is still at the beginning.
In ESS, researchers need quality measures for spatial data to evaluate potential input data,
e.g., for fitness for use, and research outputs, e.g., to check validity.

Quality assurance (QA) in data-oriented scientific projects focuses on ensuring and
reporting that applied data creation and manipulation workflows result in appropriate
data quality [11]. Therefore, we propose a generic QA workflow to monitor and report
quality information for spatial data from the beginning on. Our QA workflow concept uses
the research data life cycle as the underlying concept to structure general and disciplinary
QA activities, related roles, and to link indicators and measures (Figure 1). We include well-
known and proven interdisciplinary concepts, such as FAIR indicators and Tim Berners-
Lee’s 5-Star Open Data approach, and implement a simplified role model focusing on a data
provider, data curator, and data publisher. Further, we adapt and combine these approaches
with disciplinary concepts, such as a data maturity matrix model and the concept of data
quality for geographic information. Thus, we provide a detailed workflow concept with
specific activities for each phase of the data life cycle and structured measures to monitor
and report data quality with respect to aspects, such as automation and compatibility to
multidisciplinary approaches.
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A simplified research data life cycle contains the following phases: collection, process-
ing, analysis, publication, archiving, and reuse (applied for ESS projects in [12]). From a
scientific project’s perspective, the collection phase is the starting point for RDM activities,
and the archiving of the data represents the endpoint. The reuse phase typically marks
the start of a new life cycle iteration, i.e., running the collection phase of a second research
project using the published or archived data from the first project. Figure 1 comprises all
components of the developed QA workflow concept related to the research data life cycle.

1.1. Example Dataset

We use the well-known Spatial Production Allocation Model (SPAM) 2010 dataset as a
common example dataset for ESS [13,14]. The SPAM dataset series describes a community-
driven data product that disaggregates crop statistics with different farming systems
(Figure 2): irrigated high inputs production, rainfed high inputs production, rainfed low
inputs production, and rainfed subsistence production. By using several inputs and a
cross-entropy approach, the model output results in a global 5 arcmin grid of:

• Physical area: area for a crop in the grid cell;
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• Harvested area: physical area multiplied with crop intensity to take into account
possible multiple harvests per plot;

• Yield: crop production per harvested area—the total yield is the weighted average of
the four different farming systems;

• Production: harvested area multiplied with yield—is equal to the whole yield biomass;
• Value of production: crop price per grid cell—prices are globally harmonized and taken

from average international crop prices of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
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and blue boxes describe processes.

The paper and supplement in [15] describe detailed information about SPAM2010
and the dataset’s provenance and quality and provides a comparison to other regional
datasets. Figure 2 describes the complex workflow of creating the SPAM2010 dataset as a
simplified provenance graph. The SPAM model uses several open access input datasets,
such as FAO-STAT producer prices [16] or World Database Protected Areas [17], as inputs.
All of these input datasets (Figure 2, red rectangles on the left) are pre-processed, e.g.,
transformed, filtered, or aggregated (Figure 2, blue boxes next to inputs). The resulting
datasets (Figure 2, middle; red boxes starting with name “SPAM” + <topic>) serve as input
for the SPAM model (blue box on the right) that creates the SPAM2010 data series.

1.2. Related Work and Concepts

As the promise of quality serves as the basis for science, in cases of applying accepted
methods and approaches to create high-quality data, data quality is closely related to
openness, FAIRness, and data maturity [2,4,18]. Here, we describe these concepts as
building blocks for our ESS-specific QA workflow starting with interdisciplinary concepts,
followed by disciplinary concepts such as ISO quality measures.

1.2.1. Openness Measures

The openness of data can be evaluated with the 5-star deployment scheme for open
data by Tim Berners-Lee [19]. First, it covers the data’s license, e.g., data usage requires
citation of the source, or usage is limited to viewing, and modifying is not allowed. A well-
known example for classifying data licenses is the creative commons licenses [20]. Second, it
covers the provision of data including links to other resources facilitating machine-readable
interlinked information gathering, and in the end facilitates evaluation of the data context.
The five stars are defined as follows, whereas a dataset fulfilling the requirements for
several stars also fulfils the conditions defined for less stars:
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* Data available on the Web under an open license;
** Data provided as structured data;
*** Data available in a non-proprietary open format;
**** Usage of URIs to denote things, so that links to the data are possible;
***** Link the data to other data to provide context.

1.2.2. FAIR Indication

While the Berners-Lee concept focuses on semantic aspects such as structure, use
of URIs, and linking, the FAIR principles cover further aspects. The FAIR principles
—findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability—define a minimum of practices
to foster the usability of data [21]. The RDA FAIR Data Maturity Model Working Group [22]
proposes a maturity model referring to the FAIR principles consisting of indicators, priori-
ties, and evaluation methods. The model includes 41 indicators classified by priorities into
either essential, important, or useful. To enable the evaluation of progress for each indicator,
the working group developed five indicator maturity levels, summarized the indicators and
priorities to the FAIR areas (F, A, I, R), and proposed six compliance levels from level 0 (not
FAIR) to level 5 (demand is fully met). Based on that concept, the FAIRsFAIR project [23]
uses a subset of RDA FAIR indicators and developed 17 metrics addressing aspects such as
automated measuring and the FAIR ecosystem (Table 1) [24]. Although their work is still in
progress, the FAIR metrics are a valuable starting point from the ESS perspective.

Table 1. FAIRsFAIR metrics [24].

Identifier Description

FsF-F1-01D Data are assigned a globally unique identifier
FsF-F1-02D Data are assigned a persistent identifier

FsF-F2-01M
Metadata include descriptive core elements (creator, title, data identifier,
publisher, publication date, summary, and keywords) to support
data findability

FsF-F3-01M Metadata include the identifier of the data it describes
FsF-F4-01M Metadata are offered in such a way that it can be retrieved by machines
FsF-A1-01M Metadata contain access level and access conditions of the data
FsF-A1-02M Metadata are accessible through a standardized communication protocol
FsF-A1-03D Data are accessible through a standardized communication protocol
FsF-A2-01M Metadata remain available, even if the data are no longer available
FsF-I1-01M Metadata are represented using a formal knowledge representation language
FsF-I1-02M Metadata use semantic resources
FsF-I3-01M Metadata include links between the data and its related entities
FsF-R1-01M Metadata specify the content of the data
FsF-R1.1-01M Metadata include license information under which data can be reused
FsF-R1.2-01M Metadata include provenance information about data creation or generation

FsF-R1.3-01M Metadata follow a standard recommended by the target research community
of the data

FsF-R1.3-02D Data are available in a file format recommended by the target
research community

1.2.3. Data Maturity Modelling

A sound and usable QA concept as part of good RDM practices needs measurable
parameters of the data’s maturity. Data maturity is an established concept for making
results of QA evaluation visible. In several cases, researchers use data maturity as a
central part in their basic workflow for curating and disseminating data quality informa-
tion [18], and implement maturity as a part of the QA reports, e.g., for climate datasets [25].
Moreover, maturity modelling concepts are evolving from ad hoc approaches to managed
processes [26]. The same author provides an overview of various maturity perspectives
of data stewardship activities, activities that preserve and improve content, accessibility,
and usability of data and its metadata [27]. As we focus on spatial data, three of the matu-
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rity perspectives fit best: dataset science maturity, dataset product maturity, and dataset
stewardship maturity.

Figure 3 shows all considered maturity model approaches including our concept. The
NASA technology readiness levels (TRL) serve as a basis and include an early attempt for a
matrix built on maturity levels and associated descriptions. Refs. [28,29] describe the first
and updated version considering levels and according descriptions of hard- and software.
Ref. [30] adapted this concept and proposed a maturity matrix to assess the completeness
of climate data records and implement the concept for multi-decadal climate data [31]. The
matrix describes six categories (“thematic areas”)—software readiness, metadata, docu-
mentation, product validation, public access, and utility—in six maturity levels (rows). The
levels 1 and 2 are associated with analysis and research purposes. In levels 3 and 4 an
initial operational capability is achieved, including first usage in decision-making. Levels
5 and 6 (full operational capability) shall be reached to make reliable decisions based on
the data. Ref. [32] uses this concept for an adapted use case (system maturity matrix) and
develops a detailed sub-matrix for uncertainty that is based on product validation. Ref. [33]
also uses the maturity matrix concept from [30] for a stewardship maturity matrix with a
5-level structure and broadened thematic areas (the authors call it key components). By
streamlining the system maturity matrix in [32], ref. [34] developed the quality maturity
matrix (QMM) for the needs of the German Climate Computing Centre long-term archive.
They focus on dataset description and reduce the matrix to five maturity levels—concept,
production/processing, project collaboration/intended use, long-term archiving, and im-
pact/reuse stages. Furthermore, they describe metrics that facilitate evaluating the fitness
for use following the FAIR data principles and other related standards and recommenda-
tions. The KomFor centre of competence for research data in the earth and environmental
sciences [35] uses almost the same maturity level terms, and thus they indicate the relevance
for Earth System Sciences.
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1.2.4. Data Quality Measures

Data quality is one of the key aspects in proper data usage. Following [1], one of
the major achievements for spatial research data is the raising awareness of data quality
and its importance, considered by an increasing number of research projects that evaluate
the fitness for use and external quality. Although [1] identified significant problems in
evaluating the fitness for use by using available metadata, ref. [36] underpins these findings
by interviewing spatial data users. They underline the necessity of data quality measures
in metadata—although typically not applied in practice—and emphasize the importance of
using standards and schemas, such as ISO 19xxx series or Dublin Core [37].
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Appropriate data quality measures facilitate the content-based evaluation of the fitness
for use. ISO 19157:2013 [10] provides a structured implementation of data quality measures
for spatial data, often implemented in related XML-based schemas. However, data quality
can also be described as linked data, e.g., by using the data quality vocabulary (DQV [38]).
The advantage of the DQV is its extendible and open characteristics being flexible enough
for several use cases. However, it is common data that quality vocabulary and spatial
aspects such as positional accuracy or topological consistency must be added and described
as the DQV profile.

2. Methods—ESS Quality Assurance Concept

We propose an ESS-specific QA workflow concept for spatial research data integrating
openness and FAIR indication, data maturity modelling, and spatial data quality measures.
Our developed workflow consists of indicators, measures, activities, and responsible roles,
which are whenever possible linked to or at least compatible with the phases of the data
life cycle.

We assign five data levels to the data life cycle phases collection to archiving (Table 2).
The reuse phase is skipped here, as it typically marks the start of the collection phase of a
further, e.g., follow-up project. Each level is described as a set of separate level conditions
for openness, data maturity, and data quality (Table 2). To assign the according level to
a dataset, the dataset has to fulfil conditions for all three aspects. Moreover, to facilitate
a quick interpretation, we encoded the level conditions with the aspect’s abbreviation
(“Open”, “DM”, and “DQ” for openness, data maturity, and data quality), the sounding
separator “4”, and the name of the phase, e.g., “DM4processing”. We predefine ranges
for each level condition, facilitating data providers, data curators, or data publishers to
adapt them to their use-case-specific needs (e.g., Open4archiving defines that a dataset is
minimum 4-star open data). When a research group starts a data-oriented project, they
typically establish internal rules, e.g., institutional or disciplinary, and recommendations on
data usage. The researchers should therefore implement these rules by adapting/specifying
our generic level conditions to their needs.

Table 2. Levels and their objectives for the QA workflow along the data life cycle. Level conditions
are defined by data provider (pr), data curator (cu), or data publisher (pu).

Level Level Objective Data Life Cycle Phase Level Conditions

1 Conceptualizing data creation and usage Collection Open4usage pr, DQ4usage pr

2 Processing data Processing DM4processing cu, DQ4processing cu

3 Providing data suitable for project collaboration Analysis DM4analysis cu, DQ4analysis cu

4 Prepare data for publication Publication Open4publication pu, DM4publication pu,
DQ4publication pu

5 Provide data suitable for impact research and
long-term archiving Archiving Open4archiving pu, DM4archiving pu,

DQ4archiving pu

The QA workflow is developed to provide several QA steps for each phase of the data
life cycle (according to levels in Table 2). Every step consists of a number of activities and
decisions, which can be assigned to one of the three used roles. The following flow chart
(Figure 4) outlines the QA workflow schema following the data life cycle from top to bottom
with the roles: data provider (green), data curator (cyan), and data publisher (purple). The
colour of the activities (rectangles) and decisions (rhombuses) show the assigned roles. The
schema includes a predefined quality control process that is described in detail in Figure 5.
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The following sections describe the level conditions for the general QA facets openness
and FAIRness (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). Discipline-specific QA facets for data maturity and
data quality are covered in detail in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Moreover, Section 3 provides an
exemplary assessment of all QA facets for the chosen ESS dataset example (see Section 1.1).
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2.1. General Quality Assurance
2.1.1. Openness Measures

As Tim Berners-Lee’s 5-star deployment scheme for open data (Section 1.2.1) mostly
fits the ESS use case requirements, we use the existing measures to evaluate the openness of
data. Hence, we evaluate the data’s license and the degree of data accessibility and linking
to other entities. However, we extend the concept of an open license type to potentially
restricted licenses to allow a broader usage of our QA concept, e.g., licenses with full data
access limited to giving credit to the data creator do not hamper the QA workflow activities
(see Section 2.3).

For openness, we propose three different level conditions: Open4usage, Open4publication,
and Open4archiving (compare Table 2). A dataset has to comply with a level condition’s
requirement to be used in the related phase of the data life cycle. We propose the level
conditions definitions as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Proposed level condition definitions for openness of data.

Level Condition Definition

Open4usage CC license that allows usage of data and dissemination of derived data
(e.g., CC0 1.0 or CC BY 4.0); 2-star open data

Open4publication CC license that allows reusability of data (e.g., CC BY-SA 4.0); 3-star
open data

Open4archiving CC license that allows non-commercial and commercial reusability of
data for other parties (e.g., CC BY 4.0); 4-star open data

2.1.2. FAIR Indication

The importance of FAIRness of spatial data is already well acknowledged in the ESS
research community. The community-developed FAIRsFAIR metrics (Section 1.2.2) include
common machine-readable metrics for data and its metadata. The metrics can be applied
to ESS-specific research data and offer a comprehensive FAIR assessment, facilitating
compatibility to other projects or disciplines. Moreover, it is possible to integrate these
metrics into data maturity concepts (Section 2.2.1).

2.2. Discipline-Specific Quality Assurance
2.2.1. Data Maturity Modelling

The QMM provides a large and useful set of requirements for data used and produced
in ESS use cases. It describes the maturity in a reasonable level of detail and clarifies/adds
information about requirements and improvements. Thus, we use the QMM ([34], see
Section 1.2.3) in our QA workflow. As the QMM concept is limited to climate data and
relevant themes, we adapt the concept to meet general ESS requirements. Thus, from the
ESS perspective, we propose the following modifications: (i) simplify the matrix to fit
to researcher’s routines, (ii) explicitly integrate FAIRsFAIR metrics to make the related
dataset’s FAIR state more visible, (iii) broaden/extend the QMM concept to facilitate usage
for spatial research data, and (iv) facilitate ESS-specific collection of thematic areas. Al-
though the FAIRsFAIR metrics can be mapped to the existing QMM entries, we implement
a linking of both concepts to ensure visibility and compatibility to similar approaches.

Our proposed maturity matrix describes 5 maturity levels (Table 2) combined with
4 criteria, 9 aspects, and concrete metrics, including all 17 FAIRsFAIR metrics (Table 1).
Additionally, we propose four level conditions for data maturity coinciding with data
maturity levels 2 to 5: DM4processing, DM4analysis, DM4publication, and DM4archiving
(see Table 2). Level 1 is reached immediately after data creation. To reach a higher maturity
level, the dataset must fulfil the according criteria (see below). The criteria are selected
and adapted from [34] and renamed to distinguish them from the data quality measures
(Section 2.3.2) that are included in our concept as well. Table 4 summarizes criteria and
aspects for data maturity.
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Table 4. Criteria and aspects of data maturity modified from QMM in [34].

Criterion Name in QMM Concept Aspect

Technicality Consistency Data Formats
Versioning follows/is
Controlled Vocabularies

Integrity Completeness Existence of Data
Existence of Metadata

Accessibility Accessibility Data Access by
Metadata Access by

Validation Accuracy Plausibility
Statistical Anomalies

The first modification objective (see above) is to simplify the usage of QMM in our QA
concept. The QMM incorporates several measures referring to the open archival informa-
tion system model (OAIS, ISO 14721:2012 [39]). For the QA workflow presented here, the
long-term preservation of data covers only a minor aspect. Therefore, we decided to re-
move OAIS-specific aspects. In addition, we removed further measures due to redundancy
reasons specifically for the ESS use case (cp. Appendix A).

After the first iteration of developing the ESS maturity matrix, we further revised the
matrix by reordering level content for the ESS perspective (third/fourth modification objec-
tive), and we established a single matrix entry for each FAIRsFAIR criterion to foster the
FAIRness of data (second modification objective). Here, we only include the revised matrix
part for criterion integrity in Table 5 as an example. The revised matrix parts of the criteria
technicality, accessibility, and validation are provided in Appendix A (Tables A1–A3).

The modified maturity matrix for the criterion integrity (Table 5) consists of two aspects.
Here, we applied several modifications and level changes due to the following reasons.
(i) As metadata are already required for data in level 2, an earlier usage of disciplinary and
target repository standards than proposed in QMM is strongly recommended. (ii) Most
geospatial datasets and the related metadata are already digitalized or will be digitalized at
the project’s beginning. Thus, metadata shall be machine-readable at earlier stages than in
the original QMM to foster collaborative work. (iii) General metadata are already given
for datasets in level 2. To avoid complex and error-prone metadata (format) changes, we
strongly recommend using a formal knowledge representation language earlier than in
the QMM, in collaboration work (level 3). (iv) Using semantic resources is substantial
for high-quality products and future use of the data. To underpin this, we require the
use of semantic concepts in lower levels than the QMM. (v) The importance of semantic
resources is strongly coupled to the use of linked data and linking to related content. Hence,
all semantic and linked-data-related indicators shall be used in the same maturity level.
(vi) Provenance information fosters transparent research, and in the end, reproducibility.
Several automated provenance tracking tools already exist and can be easily used when
integrating into RDM at early stages. These tools can even track runtime parameters.
Therefore, provenance information should be gathered in a well-defined format already
from the beginning of the model creation in level 2 instead of level 4, as proposed in the
original QMM.

The maturity matrix for the criterion technicality (Table A1 in Appendix A) includes
the three aspect formats, versioning, and controlled vocabularies. Here, we removed several
criteria (OAIS-related, see above) and included a FAIRsFAIR metric to foster reproducibility.
The level of FsF-R1.3-02D (data are available in a file format recommended by the target
research community) is changed from level 4 to level 3. Spatial datasets are mostly available
in digital formats, and to avoid error-prone transformations, well-defined community
standards should already be used at collaboration level 3.
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Table 5. Maturity matrix for the criterion integrity. Italic text marks changed or added metrics. Gray
background marks level changes from original QMM. Removed measures from [34] are not listed in
the table.

Aspect Level 2
DM4processing Level 3 DM4analysis Level 4

DM4publication Level 5 DM4archiving

Existence of Data
Data are in production
and may be deleted
or overwritten

Datasets exist, not
complete and may be
deleted, but not
overwritten unless
explicitly specified

FsF-A1-03D data
entities conform to
discipline-specific
standards; data are
persistent as long as
expiration date requires

Data entities conform
to interdisciplinary
standards; data are
persistent as long as
expiration date requires

Existence of Metadata

FsF-R1.2-01M
provenance documented
in well-defined format

Provenance
documented in
interdisciplinary
standard

FsF-R1-01M basic
metadata, e.g., from
automatic extraction

FsF-F2-01M metadata
enriched by
non-automatically
derivable elements

FsF-A1-01M metadata
contain access
rights information

Metadata conform to
interdisciplinary
standards

Data quality as part of
metadata included, e.g.,
from automatic extraction

Data quality as part of
metadata enriched

FsF-F4-01M metadata are
machine-readable

FsF-A1-02M metadata
accessible through
standardized protocol

FsF-I1-02M metadata use
semantic resources
FsF-I3-01M metadata
reference to
related entities
FsF-I1-01M metadata in
formal knowledge
representation language
FsF-R1.3-01M metadata
conform to
discipline-specific
standards

FsF-R1.1-01M metadata
contain reuse license

The criteria accessibility and validation (Tables A2 and A3 in Appendix A) do not have
level changes for specific measures. However, some measures are removed to simplify the
usage of the data maturity matrix. The criterion accessibility covers options to retrieve the
data and the metadata, whereas criterion validation includes the potential errors and the
data’s statistical characteristics.

2.2.2. Spatial Data Quality Matrix

The previously described concepts of openness and FAIRness describe common re-
search data concepts and can be applied in several scientific domains. The data maturity
matrix covers some ESS-discipline-specific aspects but can be applied/adapted to other
domains easily. For data quality measures, we must consider spatial aspects. We therefore
propose the concept of a spatial data quality matrix combining ESS-specific data quality
classes for spatial research data as one dimension with the previously introduced levels
(Table 2) as the second dimension.
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ISO 19157:2013 [10] offers a broad range of spatial data’s quality aspects and measures,
structured as data classes and sub classes. We map ISO data quality classes, related sub
classes, and measures to specifically develop data quality levels. A level summarizes
several required measures with associated values, which addresses the needs of the ESS
community and reflects the characteristics of spatial data.

When applying our developed level concept (Section 2), a dataset immediately reaches
level 1 after its creation. To reach a higher level, data quality information needs to be
available and the given quality value(s) have to fulfil the level conditions of the related
quality measures. Data quality is important for levels 2 and 3 as there is a direct interaction
between data providers and data users—and quality information should be available and
understandable for several parties, e.g., facilitating the evaluation of fitness for use. Levels
4 and 5 are used for publication and impact research/archiving purposes. In the latter case,
the target research group will often adapt the level conditions to meet their own specific
project’s or use case’s requirements.

Here, we provide an example for ESS-specific levels and level conditions and define
the level for each quality element with particular regard to global geospatial time series
of land-use data (cp. Section 1.1). Table 6 provides the data quality classes and sub
classes with a short description and related levels. For instance, a value given for absolute
external positional accuracy is required and must exceed the defined threshold for level
3 compliance. Focusing on a simple usage of the developed QA workflow, we do not
assume stricter threshold values for higher levels. Thus, if a dataset complies with level 3
in absolute external positional accuracy, level 4 and 5 requirements are met as well.

Appendix B provides a modified set of ISO 19157:2013 [10] measures for each data
quality sub class (Tables A4–A9). Modifications include the selection of data quality
measures for each class and added measures for metaquality.

Some of the data quality measures require additional reference data, also called ground
truth. For absolute external positional accuracy and the gridded data positional accuracy,
a spatial ground truth is required to evaluate the current dataset. Further, to assess the
accuracy of a time measurement, we need a temporal reference, and evaluating the temporal
validity requires valid dates, time spans, and/or resolution. For the assessment of the
consistency, valid concepts must be given. For conceptual consistency, some standard
concepts, e.g., non-overlapping polygons with mutually exclusive attributes, could be used
or adopted. Evaluating the domain consistency requires the use of a thematic domain
description, which can be provided as ontology, or vocabulary of valid attributes or value
ranges for quantitative data. To evaluate the format consistency, we need related format
definitions, provided as a list of valid formats or detailed descriptions of specific formats.
A ground truth of classes is required to assess the thematic classification correctness and to
evaluate non-quantitative attribute correctness and quantitative attribute accuracy.

For data quality, we assume five level conditions: DQ4usage, DQ4processing, DQ4analysis,
DQ4publication, and DQ4archiving (compare Table 2). In contrast to data maturity mea-
sures, data quality measures need threshold values for all level conditions. Table 7 provides
an overview of measures for the completeness class with a generally permitted 5% rate of
excess and missing data. However, this rate can be adapted for other use cases.

The applied ISO 19157:2013 concept provides a comprehensive set of data quality
classes, sub classes, and measures. It is obviously not feasible to apply every metric for
every use case. For instance, if a dataset is not a time series, information about temporal
quality is not required. Furthermore, for datasets used in use cases without ground truth
information, albeit ground truth being necessary to evaluate a particular data quality
measure, the related measure can be ignored without failing the overall evaluation of
the dataset.
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Table 6. Spatial data quality matrix with data quality classes and sub classes (ISO 19157:2013) and
the data quality level and level condition from which the quality metric is required.

Data Quality Class Data Quality Sub Class Description Data Quality Level
+ Condition

Positional accuracy

Absolute external
positional accuracy

Closeness of reported coordinate values to values
accepted as or being true 3-DQ4analysis

Relative internal
positional accuracy

Evaluation of random errors in the relative position
of one feature to another in the same dataset 4-DQ4publication

Gridded data
positional accuracy

Closeness of gridded data position values to values
accepted as or being true 3-DQ4analysis

Temporal quality

Accuracy of a time
measurement

Correctness of the temporal references of an item
(reporting of error in time measurement) 5-DQ4archiving

Temporal consistency Correctness of ordered events or sequences,
if reported 3-DQ4analysis

Temporal validity Validity of data specified by the scope with respect
to time 3-DQ4analysis

Logical consistency

Conceptual consistency Adherence to rules of the conceptual schema 2-DQ4processing

Domain consistency Adherence of values to the value domains 4-DQ4publication

Format consistency
Degree to which data are stored in accordance with
the physical structure of the dataset, as described by
the scope

4-DQ4publication

Topological consistency
Correctness of the explicitly encoded topological
characteristics of the dataset, as described by
the scope

5-DQ4archiving

Completeness
Completeness commission Excess data present in the dataset, as described by

the scope 3-DQ4analysis

Completeness omission Data absent from the dataset, as described by
the scope 3-DQ4analysis

Thematic accuracy

Thematic classification
correctness

Comparison of the classes assigned to features or
their attributes to a universe of discourse 2-DQ4processing

Non-quantitative attribute
correctness Correctness of non-quantitative attributes 4-DQ4publication

Quantitative attribute accuracy Accuracy of quantitative attributes 2-DQ4processing

Metaquality

Confidence Trustworthiness of a data quality result 4-DQ4publication

Representativity
Degree to which the sample used has produced a
result which is representative of the data within the
data quality scope

3-DQ4analysis

Homogeneity Expected or tested uniformity of the results obtained
for a data quality evaluation 2-DQ4processing

Usability element Based on user requirements Usability, user perspectives, data use indices, what
was the data used for 2-DQ4processing

Table 7. Data quality measures and threshold values for the completeness class. Completeness infor-
mation is supposed to be mandatory from level 3 to level 5. The thresholds assume a 5% rate of excess
or missing items; n_all defines the number of all features; * stands for the multiplication operator.

Data Quality Class Data Quality Sub Class Level 3 to 5 Measure Threshold

Completeness

Completeness commission
number of excess items n < 0.05 * n_all
rate of excess items r < 5%
number of duplicates n < 0.05 * n_all

Completeness omission number of missing items n < 0.05 * n_all
rate of missing items r < 5%

2.3. Roles, Activities, and Descriptions along the Data Life Cycle

The previous Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the aspects we combine in the QA workflow.
Using this information, the following sections describe activities, responsible roles, and
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level attributions for each phase. To better understand the linked activities and roles,
Tables 8–14 use the same background colours for steps and roles as used in Figures 4 and 5.

Table 8. Roles and related activities with descriptions before starting the data life cycle.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step
Define data quality (DQ)
level conditions

Definition of level conditions for DQ for data
usage at collection phase: DQ4usage Preliminary

Data provider

Define openness of data Definition of the required openness of the
data: Open4usage Preliminary

Data curator Define data maturity (DM) and data
quality (DQ) level conditions

Definition of level conditions for DM and DQ
for data usage at processing, analysis, or
publication phases: DM4processing,
DM4analysis, DQ4processing, DQ4analysis

Preliminary

Define data maturity (DM) and data
quality (DQ) level conditions

Definition of level conditions for DM and DQ
for data usage in publication and archiving
phases: DM4publication, DM4archiving,
DQ4publication, DQ4archiving

Preliminary

Data publisher

Define openness of data
Definition of the required openness of the
data at publication and archiving phases:
Open4publication, Open4archiving

Preliminary

Table 9. Roles and related activities with descriptions for predefined quality control process.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step

Data provider Choose/apply quality control method
Select and apply suitable quality control
procedure, measures, and thresholds for the
data with respect to the use case.

Multiple

Evaluate fitness for next phase
Evaluate the results of the data quality
assessment with regard to the fitness for the
next phase.

Multiple

Data curator
Add indicators/descriptions
to metadata

Add the result of the fitness for the next
phase evaluation in the metadata set to
facilitate visibility of the assessment, and in
the end, reuse of the data.

Multiple

Table 10. Roles and their activities with descriptions at collection phase.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step

Collect data Discover and collect data and metadata
from repositories. Collection—initial collection

(Automatic) extraction of metadata
including data quality

Obtain a metadata set including data
quality information by using an
extraction tool (automatically) or
analysing the data or publications
(manually). Automatic metadata
extraction is only available for data
provided in structured file formats.

Collection—initial collectionData provider

Quality control with
metadata enrichment

Apply quality control (Section 2.3.2)
and enrich metadata with its results. Collection—quality control

Enrich/edit metadata
Extend or correct the existing metadata
set to better fit evaluation needs
(mostly manually).

Collection—initial collection

Data curator
Evaluate data maturity level and
enrich metadata

Evaluate the data maturity based on
available data and metadata. Add the
results of the data maturity assessment,
the data maturity level, in the metadata.

Collection—data
maturity handling
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Table 11. Roles and their activities with descriptions at processing phase.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step

Create/develop model workflow

The data from the collection phase
serves as input for a model workflow.
Here, the data provider creates and
implements the model and defines
related parameters.

Processing—modelling,
data creation

Automatic extraction of metadata
including data quality

Obtain a metadata set including data
quality information by using an
extraction tool (automatically) or
analysing the data or publications
(manually). Automatic metadata
extraction is only available for data
provided in structured file formats.

Processing—modelling,
data creation

Data provider

Quality control without
metadata enrichment Apply quality control (Section 2.3.2). Processing—intermediate

quality control

Enrich/edit metadata
Extend or correct the existing metadata
set to better fit evaluation needs
(mostly manually).

Processing—modelling, data
creation

Data curator

Evaluate data maturity level and
enrich metadata

Evaluate the data maturity based on
available data and metadata. Add the
results of the data maturity assessment,
the data maturity level, in the metadata.

Processing—data
maturity handling

Table 12. Roles and their activities with descriptions at analysis phase.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step

Choose analysis method
Data provider selects proper analysis
method that covers research interests
and use case/project aspects.

Analysis—analyse data
Data provider

Quality control with
metadata enrichment

Apply quality control (Section 2.3.2)
and enrich metadata with its results. Analysis—quality control

Evaluate fitness for use Data curator assesses the fitness for use
based on the analysis results. Analysis—analyse data

Data curator
Evaluate data maturity level and
enrich metadata

Evaluate the data maturity based on
available data and metadata. Add the
results of the data maturity assessment,
the data maturity level, in the metadata.

Analysis—data
maturity handling

Table 13. Roles and their activities with descriptions at publication phase.

Role Activity Description Phase–Step

Ensure Open4publication Check and—if necessary—change the openness of the
data to meet the Open4publication requirement.

Choose publication option
Choose a proper option for data publication. The target
repository can be a local, project-specific, or institutional
data management system or a well-known repository.

Publication

Adapt metadata according to
publication option

To meet the metadata requirements of the target
repository, the data publisher will perform minor
transformations of metadata elements to meet the target
schema/profile, e.g., renaming metadata elements.

Publication

Data publisher

Publish dataset Publish the dataset and metadata. Publication
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Table 14. Roles and their activities with descriptions at archiving phase.

Role Activity Description Phase—Step

Ensure Open4archiving
Check and—if necessary—change the
openness of the data to meet the
Open4archiving requirement.

Archiving

Choose appropriate archiving option

Choose an appropriate option for data
archiving. The archiving can be a mid-term
archiving in a well-known repository or even
a long-term archiving including possible
alterations in the file format.

Archiving

Adapt MD according to archiving option

The archiving option might have own
demands for a metadata schema. In this case,
adapt the metadata to the needs of the used
archiving option.

Archiving

Data publisher

Archive dataset Archive the dataset. Archiving

2.3.1. Preliminary Phase

Before beginning data management, monitoring, and reporting activities during the
data life cycle, data providers, data curators, and data publishers have to define measures
and level conditions for openness, data maturity, and data quality depending on the project
or use case characteristics. Table 8 summarizes all necessary activities.

2.3.2. Predefined Quality Control Process

The quality control as a predefined process can be found multiple times in the QA
workflow: in the collection phase, the processing phase, and the analysis phase. The quality
control starts with choice and application of a suitable QA procedure, including measures
and value thresholds definitions. The results are used for assessing whether the dataset is
prepared and usable for the next phase in the data life cycle. Depending on the phase, the
indicators and results shall be added to the metadata. Table 9 comprises the activities of
the quality control process.

2.3.3. Collection Phase

In ESS, the typical collection phase includes three major steps for QA: the initial
collection, the quality control, and the data maturity handling. The initial collection
includes data and metadata discovery and the related collection and metadata extraction
of spatial data. Then, the data curator has to decide whether a quality control step is
useful or not. Quality control is of particular interest if the data’s trustworthiness cannot be
evaluated, e.g., by metadata or a data provider’s reputation, or if the data producer collects
the data by observing, e.g., applying remote sensing methods.

Data maturity or data quality assessment can fail level 2 conditions of DM4processing
or DQ4processing due to missing or faulty metadata or data. In the first case, the data
curator should repeat the metadata collection and enriching. In the second case, a new
dataset should be discovered and collected.

If the data maturity’s and the data quality’s values for level conditions fall in be-
tween DM4processing and DM4publication, or DQ4processing and DQ4publication, the
data can be passed to the processing phase. In the case that both DM4publication and
DQ4publication (level 4) conditions are fulfilled, and the data can be prepared for publica-
tion. This especially applies to data collected from sensors by the data provider.

Table 10 lists the roles, the activities, and their descriptions for collection phase.

2.3.4. Processing Phase

The ESS-specific QA in the processing phase typically consists of three steps: modelling
and data creation, respectively, data processing, intermediate quality control, and data matu-
rity handling. The modelling and data creation describes the used model workflow and/or
processing, which can consist of an arbitrary number of linked modelling/processing steps.
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The data curator can advise an intermediate quality control assessment with a set of simple
quality checks. This facilitates identifying and rejecting unsuitable results—in early data
processing stages—immediately after data modelling.

With the results of data quality and data maturity evaluation, the data curator can
decide whether the data are suitable for the analysis phase or not. If either DM4analysis
or DQ4analysis conditions are not met, the data provider has two options: (i) Adapt the
setting of the model workflow or the model workflow itself needed to improve the results.
(ii) Collect new input data, because the used input data do not fit to the model workflow. If
the data maturity and the data quality evaluation fulfils the requirements of DM4analysis
and DQ4analysis (level 3), the data can be used for further analysis in the analysis phase.
Table 11 provides an overview of roles, activities, and descriptions for the processing phase.

2.3.5. Analysis Phase

The analysis phase of the QA workflow consists of three major steps: data analysis,
quality control, and data maturity handling. The analysis of spatial data typically includes
detailed tests. However, if the analysis results are not limited to the use case’s/project’s
objectives and the model directly includes quality control mechanisms/algorithms, a
separate quality control assessment can be omitted.

If the data maturity or the data quality do not satisfy the requirements of DM4publication
or DQ4publication conditions, the data provider has two options. First, the analysis
methods can be adapted or extended to fulfil the necessary criteria. Second, the processing
phase has to be repeated with changes in the model or related inputs. If maturity and
quality of the data fulfil the conditions of DM4publication and DQ4publication (level 4),
the data can be used for publication.

Table 12 gives an overview of activities in the analysis phase.

2.3.6. Publication Phase

Within the publication phase of the QA workflow, data are made publicly available in
an appropriate structure and format. In ESS, scientific data are typically published in a well-
known repository and linked to a scientific publication. Table 13 provides an overview of
publication activities and involved roles. After data publication, the data publisher decides
whether the data have to be archived. If the data’s maturity or quality do not comply
with DM4archiving and DQ4archiving conditions, the data do not have to be archived,
and the QA workflow is finished. Otherwise, if the requirements of DM4archiving and
DQ4archiving (level 5) are met, the dataset can be archived.

2.3.7. Archiving phase

The archiving phase is the last phase in the data life cycle. It is reached if the data
are evaluated as a valuable resource for further (possibly impact) research. In ESS, several
disciplinary repositories facilitate long-term availability of the data. All activities and the
descriptions are provided in Table 14.

3. Results—Application to a Land-Use Dataset
3.1. Openness Evaluation for the SPAM2010 Dataset

SPAM2010 is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(CC BY 4.0 [40]). According to the 5-star deployment scheme, we rate SPAM2010 as
three stars open data (3.5), which is justified as follows: SPAM2010 is shipped as structured
data (2-star), and made available in the two non-proprietary open formats CSV and GeoTIFF
(three stars). The metadata can be downloaded via the Harvard Dataverse repository [14].
Some metadata elements contain links using URIs to denote targets. Hence, in these cases it
can be rated as 4-star open data, and for the other cases it can only be rated 3-star open data
(overall result 3.5). However, SPAM2010 misses the 5-star level, which requires links to
other resources to provide context, e.g., vocabularies for crops, used units, column naming.
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3.2. Evaluation of FAIR Indication for the SPAM2010 Dataset

The SPAM2010 datasets offer an approach of dataset provision increasingly often used
in the ESS community. Such datasets are typically hosted in a central repository, which
properly implements the FAIR concept. Thus, the SPAM2010 datasets implement most of
the assessed FAIRsFAIR metrics (Table 15). However, to improve the evaluation for FsF-I3-
01M (metadata include links between the data and its related entities), metadata should
include links to input data, ORCID [41] for contributors, or ROR [42] for organization.
Further, the metadata do not cover provenance information (FsF-R1.2-01M—metadata
include provenance information about data creation or generation). Moreover, FsF-R1.3-
01M (metadata follow a standard recommended by the target research community of the
data) is only partly supported by providing metadata structured as Dublin Core. However,
domain-specific standards, such as ISO 19115-1:2014 [43] or GeoDCAT [9], are not used.

Table 15. FAIRsFAIR indicators assessment for SPAM2010 example data (identifier descriptions are
listed Table 1).

Identifier Implemented in
SPAM2010 Comment

FsF-F1-01D Yes DOI is available
FsF-F1-02D Yes DOI is persistent
FsF-F2-01M Yes Descriptive core metadata (e.g., title) are available
FsF-F3-01M Yes Data DOI is included in metadata

FsF-F4-01M Yes The Harvard Dataverse repository provides
machine-readable metadata access

FsF-A1-01M Yes Metadata contain information about accessibility of data
FsF-A1-02M Yes The Dataverse repository allows API access
FsF-A1-03D Yes The Dataverse repository allows API or direct file access

FsF-A2-01M Yes The Dataverse repository supports a
bit-level preservation

FsF-I1-01M Yes The Dataverse repository allows, e.g., JSON-LD (JSON
for linked data)

FsF-I1-02M Yes Metadata contain semantic information, e.g.,
keyword vocabularies

FsF-I3-01M Yes/No Links to previous versions SPAM2005 and SPAM2000
are available, but links to input datasets are not given

FsF-R1-01M Yes Metadata contain data description element
FsF-R1.1-01M Yes Metadata include the license information
FsF-R1.2-01M No Provenance information is not available

FsF-R1.3-01M Yes/No
Metadata schema includes some Dublin Core elements,
but ISO 19157:2013 or GeoDCAT standards are
not applied

FsF-R1.3-02D Yes Available formats are csv, dbf, and GeoTIFF

3.3. Data Maturity Evaluation for the SPAM2010 Dataset

The maturity assessment of the SPAM2010 dataset requires the evaluation of the
metadata [14], the related webpage with detailed descriptions [13], and the accompanying
publication [15]. Table 16 shows the evaluation results for each criterion. SPAM2010 mostly
reaches maturity levels 4 or 5. The few exceptions with ratings on level 1 or 2 mostly refer
to the metadata content (criterion integrity). The provenance, describing the history of the
data, and the data quality are not described in the metadata, but included in the publication
or on the SPAM2010 website. Furthermore, references to input data are missing in the
metadata. For the criterion accessibility, the checksums are missing.
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Table 16. Evaluated data maturity of SPAM2010 example data.

Criterion Aspect Reached Measure Reached Level Comment

Technicality Data Formats Data sizes consistent 5

FsF-R1.3-02D 4

Versioning follows/is Project requirements 3

Controlled
Vocabularies (CVs) Formal project defined CVs 3 Crop types mostly follow

Agrovoc [44]

Integrity Existence of Data FsF-A1-03D;
discipline-specific standard 4

Existence of Metadata No provenance
in metadata 1

Input data and methodology
are described, but information
is not available in metadata

FsF-A1-01M 4

No data quality
in metadata 1

Some data quality described in
publication (subjective
uncertainty rating, local
validation against
existing datasets)

FsF-A1-02M 5

FsF-I1-02M 5

No references to
related entities 2

References to thematic
vocabulary for keywords,
publication, producer
available, but not to input data

FsF-I1-01M 5

FsF-R1.3-01M 5

FsF-R1.1-01M 5

Accessibility Data Access by FsF-F1-01D 5

No checksums given 2

Metadata Access by FsF-A2-01M 5

FsF-F3-01M 5

Validation Plausibility Documented technical
sources of errors exist 5 In publication

Documented validation
against independent data 5 In publication

Statistical Anomalies No missing
values indicated 1/5 No missing values in data

Documented statistical
quality control 5 Subjective uncertainty rating

of data in publication [15]

Consistency among
multiple datasets 5 Comparison of different SPAM

versions in the publication

3.4. Data Quality Evaluation for the SPAM2010 Dataset

SPAM2010 metadata do not include data quality aspects. Hence, we evaluate the data
quality based on the data and the related scientific publication, by a combined manual and
tool-based evaluation.

Several classes cannot be evaluated for different reasons: (i) The positional accuracy
lacks a ground truth for assessment. (ii) The dataset is not a time series, i.e., temporal
quality measures cannot be assessed. (iii) For thematic accuracy, we need specific ground
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truth data, which are not provided by the SPAM2010 data producers. Statistics for mis-
classifications or the correctness of quantitative attributes, e.g., crop yield, are lacking,
and we cannot evaluate the non-quantitative attributes such as administrative unit or
temporal reference.

However, we can evaluate the other classes. The measures of logical consistency
are all met. All items are compliant with the concept (required for level 2 or higher), the
domain (required for level 4 or 5), and the format (required for level 4 or 5). The dataset
does not contain slivers, self-intersections, or self-overlappings (inherent to raster data;
required at level 5). Moreover, when evaluating the completeness, the dataset has no
missing data—each cell has values for each crop. The raster data also do not contain excess
data (cp. Table 7; required for level 3 or higher).

The confidence and the homogeneity in metaquality are not given in SPAM2010.
Regarding the representativity, the number of points per area is about 1/100 km2, the
number of temporal units is 1, and the number of thematic units is 42 (crops). We assume
that these values meet the data publisher’s specification. Hence, the representativity meets
level 4 requirements.

The usability element in [10] is not well defined, also due to the wide range of
possibilities [45]. Even regarding this multitude, usability information is not provided in
the metadata. However, the website for the SPAM product family (see Section 1.1) offers a
collection of potential usages as well as a list of publications using SPAM data.

Altogether, SPAM2010 offers a limited number of data quality elements. The derived
measures comply with level 5. Potential data users might have their own data quality
requirements and can therefore either trust the data, e.g., due to a data provider’s reputation,
or evaluate methodology descriptions, provided in the Supplemental Material of the
publication and on the website.

4. Discussion/Conclusions

To support applying the presented QA workflow along the data life cycle, we sug-
gest using a management software that fosters tracking, monitoring, and reporting of all
activities and responsibilities. The research data management organizer (RDMO [46]) is
an open-source software mainly implemented for systematic data management planning,
organization, and implementation. RDMO provides mechanisms to publish a catalogue of
questions, options, conditions, and tasks. Thus, we implemented a QA workflow question-
naire and mapped the QA activities to the tasks, and the maturity and quality assessments
to the questions.

With the questionnaire, data providers, data publishers, and data curators will be
guided on how to perform activities and manage and monitor decisions and results (ex-
emplary screenshot in Figure 6). Moreover, progress bars facilitate monitoring the overall
progress. In addition to the questionnaire, standardized views can be prepared in RDMO.
The user can look at these views and export them to various formats, if requested. This can
be used for further automation based on particular answers in the questionnaire. Several
(currently mostly German) universities/libraries use RDMO for creating and managing
data management plans with positive feedback to the RDMO community. That underpins
the suitability of the questionnaire type as a tool for a project-accompanying QA.

To facilitate the creation and reuse of the questionnaire and reduce manual efforts
in the RDMO user interface, we implemented a Python script to automatically create the
questionnaire and manage relations of tasks, questions, etc. The questionnaire and the
script are published as an open-source project on GitHub [47].

In this paper, we presented concepts and a complex workflow for quality assurance
of ESS-specific data as well as an implementation. We reviewed several existing QA
approaches with and without domain-specific focus. The results were combined with our
experiences in guiding ESS data producers in software-related QA and used as input for
our QA concepts and workflow.
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Generally, there is a discussion going on whether it is more effective to collaborate
with groups maintaining well-known standards to incorporate spatial data than to estab-
lish methods/workflows solely dedicated to spatial data [48]. Ref. [18] points out the
advantages of compiling guidelines for quality information, e.g., the living document in [2],
as a community effort. Thus, the community develops a consensus that is likely taken
into effect.

ISO 19157:2013 [10] implements a comprehensive list of quality elements. However,
there is no similar standard available for data maturity measures/levels. Future work
should foster including data maturity elements in the metadata schema, and thus making
the maturity assessment and results available and transparent.

By now, quality assurance cannot be fully automated. However, we envision the de-
velopment of a software-supported extraction and tracking tool for data maturity and data
quality elements. Moreover, lightweight and user-friendly visualizations of the (extracted
or tracked) quality information—e.g., provided as a dashboard with specific views for
data providers, data curators, and data publishers—can foster guidance for the quality
assurance workflow.

Future work should include putting more effort into the automation of the processes,
as this would encourage a more effective/efficient use and avoids hampering the data
producers by technical issues. Formalized and machine-readable criteria could be used
to create automatic QA checks. Defining and linking a set of them to datasets, data types,
and their metadata (elements) could reduce manual work to a minimum. Further, it
facilitates the data producers to focus controlling the (correct) use of metadata standards
(e.g., discover a measure definition in a registry and check the correct use of the related
elements) or the use of controlled vocabularies for comparing quality metadata.

Furthermore, a transformation of the workflow to the data curator’s perspective can
offer a practical curation method. Related views in RDMO can even support the curation
without the need of additional software.
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Appendix A. Data Maturity Matrix

We developed the ESS-specific maturity matrix by adapting Höck’s QMM [34]. We
removed OAIS-related measures (Section 2.2.1) and two measures for other reasons:
(i) The measure “documented procedure about methodological sources of errors and devi-
ation/inaccuracy exists” in the aspect “plausibility” (criterion “validation”) is removed,
because a procedure documentation about technical sources of errors already exists in
the same QMM aspect/criterion. (ii) We removed the measure “references to evaluation
results (data) and methods exist” in aspect “plausibility” (criterion “validation”), because
the validation documentation described in the same QMM aspect/criterion will satisfy the
needs of an ESS-specific QA workflow. Further, we revised the QMM content and added
an entry for each FAIRsFAIR metric. Tables 5 and A1–A3 show the matrices for each of the
four criteria integrity, technicality, accessibility, and validation.

Table A1. Maturity matrix for the criterion technicality. Italic text marks changed or added metrics.
Gray background marks level changes from original QMM. Removed measures from [34] are not
listed in the table.

Aspect Level 2
DM4processing

Level 3
DM4analysis

Level 4
DM4publication

Level 5
DM4archiving

Data formats

File extensions are
consistent Data sizes are consistent

FsF-R1.3-02D * conform
to well-defined rules, e.g.,
discipline-specific
standards

Conform to
interdisciplinary
standards

Versioning follows/is Internal rules
informal documented

Systematic corresponds
to project requirements

Systematic collection
including
documentation of
enhancement conform
to well-defined rules,
e.g., discipline-specific
standards

Systematic collection
including
documentation of
enhancement conform
to well-defined rules

Data labelled with
controlled vocabularies
(CVs) conform to

Informal CVs if feasible Formal project defined
CVs if feasible

Discipline-specific
standards

Interdisciplinary
standard

* FAIRsFAIR metric as described in Section 1.2.2.

https://www.mapspam.info/
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Table A2. Maturity matrix, criterion accessibility. Removed measures from [34] are not listed in
the table.

Aspect Level 2
DM4processing

Level 3
DM4analysis

Level 4
DM4publication

Level 5
DM4archiving

Data Access by
File names

Internal unique identifier
corresponds to project
requirements

FsF-F1-02D permanent
identifier (expiration
documented)

FsF-F1-01D global
resolvable identifier
registered

Checksums available

Metadata Access by

Internal unique identifier
corresponds to project
requirements

Permanent identifier
(expiration
documented)

FsF-A2-01M global
resolvable identifier
complete data citation
is persistent

FsF-F3-01M mapping
between metadata and data
identifiers implemented

Table A3. Maturity matrix, criterion validation. Removed measures from [34] are not listed in
the table.

Aspect Level 2
DM4processing

Level 3
DM4analysis

Level 4
DM4publication

Level 5
DM4archiving

Plausibility

Documented procedure about
technical sources of errors and
deviation/inaccuracy exists
(data header and content
is consistent)

Documented procedure
with validation against
independent data exists

Statistical
Anomalies

Missing values are indicated,
e.g., with fill values

Documented procedure
of statistical quality
control is available

Scientific consistency
among multiple datasets
and their relationships is
documented if feasible

Appendix B. Spatial Data Quality Matrix

The developed spatial data quality matrix (Section 2.2.2) links ISO 19157:2013 [10]
concepts to five maturity levels. The ISO data quality classes, sub classes, and measures
are assigned to levels 2 to 5. Tables A4–A9 describe the characteristics of the classes posi-
tional accuracy, temporal quality, logical consistency, completeness, thematic accuracy, and
metaquality. The usability class is omitted, because it does not provide structured measures.
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Table A4. Spatial data quality matrix for class positional accuracy.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

absolute external positional accuracy

mean Euclidean distance

mean bias

radius around measured point, in which
the true point is located in 95%

relative internal positional accuracy
relative horizontal error
(bias) as standard
deviation in error space

gridded data positional accuracy

mean Euclidean distance

mean bias

radius around given centre, in which the
true centre is located in 95%

Table A5. Spatial data quality matrix for class temporal quality.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

accuracy of a time
measurement

time half interval in which the
true value lies in 95%

temporal consistency chronological order (Boolean value)

temporal validity

number of items in non-conformance
(integer for whole dataset)

value domain non-conformance rate
(real for whole dataset)

Table A6. Spatial data quality matrix for class logical consistency.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

conceptual
consistency

number of items in
non-compliance (integer for
whole dataset)

number of invalid overlaps of
surfaces (integer for
whole dataset)

non-compliance rate (real for
whole dataset)

domain
consistency

number of items in non-conformance (integer
for whole dataset)

value domain non-conformance rate (real for
whole dataset)

format consistency

physical structure conflicts (Boolean for
each item)

physical structure conflicts number (integer
for whole dataset)

physical structure conflict rate (real for
whole dataset)

topological
consistency

number of invalid slivers

number of invalid
self-intersect errors

number of invalid
self-overlap errors
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Table A7. Spatial data quality matrix for class completeness.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

completeness commission
number of excess items

rate of excess items

number of duplicates

completeness omission number of missing items

rate of missing items

Table A8. Spatial data quality matrix for class thematic accuracy.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

thematic classification
correctness

number of incorrectly classified features

misclassification matrix (matrix spanning
between data and classes)

kappa coefficient (the better D65, the
closer kappa- > 1, ergo one parameter to
assess D65)

non-quantitative
attribute correctness

number of incorrect
attribute values

rate of incorrect
attribute values

quantitative attribute
accuracy

half length of an interval in which the true
value lies in 95%

Table A9. Spatial data quality matrix for class metaquality.

Sub Class Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

confidence

standard deviation of quantitative
attribute values based on the
model used

confidence intervals of quantitative
attribute values

representativity

number of
polygons/points/lines
per area

number of temporal units

number of thematic units

empirical distribution
parameters of various
combinations in
spatial-temporal-thematic
space

homogeneity

RMSE from
comparison of results
from different
operators
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